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a b s t r a c t 

Citing consumer protection concerns, several states have recently enacted interest rate caps on small 

loans. After cataloguing the history of such legislation, we test whether these laws caused a decrease 

in the number of payday-lending establishments and subsequently prompted variation on incidence of 

bankruptcy filings. To motivate a causal interpretation of our estimates, we create a synthetic control 

that serves as a counterfactual from which we estimate the aggregate treatment effect of these interest 

rate ceilings. Importantly, we estimate the treatment effect for each period after the imposition of the 

cap, yielding novel insights about the dynamic heterogeneity in the relationship between payday-loan 

access and bankruptcy. Our results show payday-lending establishments drop by approximately 100%–

a banishment of the industry. We find no short-run or long-run effects of these bans on bankruptcy. 

The range of our estimates allows us to rule out magnitudes that were documented in several previous 

studies. 

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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3 For a peer-reviewed study on the MLA, see Carter and Skimmyhorn (2017) , who, 

in addition to analyzing its effects, ar gue that it was effective insofar as it insulated 

the military from payday lending. Hence, the interest rate cap effectively banned 

h

0

. Introduction 

Payday loans are unsecured short-term high-interest loans, with

 maturity of about two weeks and a typical annualized percent-

ge rate (APR) of 390%, possibly more if the loan is rolled over. To

pply for a loan, a borrower must show a valid ID, a bank state-

ent, and proof of stable income, e.g., several successive pay stubs

f some kind. The potential borrower writes a check for the full

mount (principal plus interest and fees), post-dated for the matu-

ity date of the loan. The lender cashes the check on the loan due

ate, unless the borrower rolls over the loan for an additional fee,

hich happens approximately 80% of the time ( Burke et al., 2014 ) 

Since the mid-90s, payday lenders have been growing in num-

er ( Stegman, 2007 ), and now total more locations than McDon-

lds ( Bennett, 2019 ). Citing consumer protection concerns, legis-

atures around the country have responded. At the federal level,

n 2006, the federal government enacted the Military Lending Act

MLA), which capped unsecured loans to military members at 36%
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PR, effectively banning payday lending for military personnel. 3 

he 2010 Dodd-Frank Act created the Consumer Financial Protec-

ion Bureau (CFPB), a bureau that polices the industry. We are un-

ware of any studies on the effects of the creation of the CFPB on

onsumer credit markets. At the state level, states have enacted

arious restrictions on payday lending, from limiting the number

f rollovers, e.g., Washington, to capping the APR at 36%, e.g. New

ampshire. 4 

Restrictions on payday lending may have some merit. There is

vidence that access to payday loans leads consumers to do the

ollowing: delay health care, have utilities cut off, pay their rent

ate, increase their reliance on food assistance programs, go delin-

uent on child support payments, lower job performance, file for
he US military from using payday loans since lenders cannot profitably operate at 

uch a relatively low APR ( Flannery and Samolyk, 2005 ). Therefore, following the 

orm in the literature, e.g., Bhutta et al. (2016) , Dobridge (2018) , and others, we 

se ‘interest rate cap’ in this payday lending context and ‘ban’ and ‘effective ban’ 

nterchangeably throughout this paper. 
4 See Appendix A.6 for a history of payday lending legislation in each state and 

he District of Columbia. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jbankfin.2020.105917
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jbf
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bankruptcy, consume more alcohol, commit more crime, and even

contemplate suicide. 5 

Despite the merits of having some restrictions on payday lend-

ing, there may be some unintended consequences. Recent evidence

has shown that payday loan restrictions have pushed consumers

into less desirable forms of finance, including bank overdraft fees,

pawnshop loans, and bill delinquency–the latter entailing the has-

sle of debt collectors. 6 

Some researchers have attempted to resolve these conflicting

findings by drilling down into the heterogeneity of the popula-

tions of likely payday loan users. For example, Morse (2011) and

Dobridge (2018) focus their analyses of payday loan availability

on those populations who are hit by an extreme weather event.

Carter and Skimmyhorn (2017) narrow part of their analysis to

young military members with low AFQT scores. 

Other researchers have narrowed their focus to applicants of

payday loans, analyzing administrative panel data: the ‘applicant’

aspect of such data allow for a regression discontinuity design,

while the panel nature of the data allow for an analysis of dy-

namic heterogeneity. Bhutta et al. (2015) find no effect on credit

scores–short-term or long-term. Skiba and Tobacman (2019) find

that “bankruptcies 2 years after the first payday loan are gener-

ally larger than the 1-year effects, statistically and economically.”

Using UK data, Gathergood et al. (2019) find that consumers who

are “barely approved” for a payday loan see their financial situa-

tion deteriorate as time passes relative to the applicants who are

“barely rejected,” even up to two years out. 7 

The credibility of these most recent studies comes from their

impeccable degree of internal validity. However, this credibility in-

evitably comes at the cost of external validity: what effects do pay-

day loans have on those borrowers who are “far away” from the

thresholds? A fuzzy regression discontinuity design is an instru-

mental variable identification strategy. As such, it estimates the lo-

cal average treatment effect (LATE). Furthermore, by focusing on

the usage of payday loans rather than the broader measure of ac-

cess, there are potential causal channels that are missed. For in-

stance, forward-looking consumers may take the prevalence (and

convenience) of payday loans into account when formulating their

optimal consumption plan. The removal of such loans would alter

these consumers’ behavior with respect to smoothing, debt, delin-

quency, and bankruptcy. 

Our study fills a gap in the literature: we estimate the effect

of state payday lending bans on bankruptcy–formal and informal–

taking full account of the dynamic heterogeneity mentioned above.

We answer the questions: what are the short-run statewide ef-

fects of payday lending bans? Do the short-run effects differ from

the long-run effects? Our paper provides a state-level analogue to

Gathergood et al. (2019) and Skiba and Tobacman (2019) . 
5 For utilities, rent, and delayed healthcare see Melzer (2011) , but cf. 

Dobridge (2018) . For an increase of use of food assistance and going delinquent 

on child support payments see Melzer (2018) . For lower job performance see 

Carrell and Zinman (2014) , but cf. Carter and Skimmyhorn (2017) . For bankruptcy 

see Morgan et al. (2012) and Skiba and Tobacman (2019) . For alcohol expenditures, 

see Cuffe and Gibbs (2017) . For crime see Xu (2016) , but cf. Morse (2011) . For sui- 

cide risk see Lee (2017) . 
6 Edmiston (2011) shows that the typical bank overdraft fees (and credit card 

overcharges) are often higher than a payday loan. For evidence that payday lending 

restrictions lead to more involuntary bank closures–which are almost always the re- 

sult of delinquent overdrafts–see Gathergood et al. (2019) and Bhutta et al. (2016) , 

but cf. Campbell et al. (2012) . For overdraft fees, see Stegman (2007) , Melzer and 

Morgan (2015) , Morgan et al. (2012) , and Zinman (2010) . For pawnshop loans, see 

Bhutta et al. (2016) and Ramirez (2017) . For bill delinquency, see Desai and El- 

liehausen (2017) ; for the hassle of bill collectors, see Morgan et al. (2012) 
7 In the UK, online lenders dominate the market for payday loans. See 

Liberman et al. (2020) for a similar RDD-based study that details the UK payday 

lending market. 
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Between 2009 and 2011 four states–Arizona, Arkansas, Mon-

ana, and New Hampshire–enacted interest rate caps, e.g., small

oans cannot exceed 36% APR. Presumably, the policy objective of

uch caps is consumer protection: payday loans can ensnare bor-

owers into a type of debt trap. The initial loan cannot be repaid

nd is therefore continually rolled over, incurring fees each time,

ltimately leading to financial ruin. Capping interest rates will de-

ilitate the industry, which, in turn, will protect consumers from

alling into a debt trap, sparing them from bearing the real costs

entioned above. 

Our research strategy in this paper is twofold. As a “first-stage”

nalysis, we examine whether interest rate caps do indeed function

s an effective ban on payday lending. We estimate a difference-

n-differences (DD) regression on the number of payday lending

stablishments. We then perform DD analyses on two separate,

ationally-representative surveys that ask about payday lending

sage. This first-stage exercise is not trivial: sometimes states pass

eavily-restrictive legislation, only to have it circumvented shortly

hereafter, e.g., Ohio. We supplement this statistical evidence with

ualitative evidence. We find that payday loan usage drops across

he board in the treated states. 

As a “second stage,” we test whether the caps have a

ausal effect on bankruptcy filings and delinquencies (“informal

ankruptcy”). To do so, we exploit the spatio-temporal variation in

ayday lending bans. We perform an OLS-DD analysis, comparing

he abovementioned treated states (as well as others) to several

ets of control states. While the results of the DD analysis are sta-

istically zero, our 95% confidence interval allows us to confirm the

ankruptcy magnitudes found in Morgan et al. (2012) , but rule out

hose found in Skiba and Tobacman (2019) . 

We then employ the synthetic control method (SCM) of

badie et al. (2010) , which relaxes the OLS-DD assumptions of par-

llel trends and equal weights across control units. The SCM lets

he data choose the control unit as a weighted average from a

ool of potential control states. The weights are chosen optimally

ith respect to minimizing the pre-treatment distance between

he treated unit and the synthetically-created control unit. 

Of the four treated states, we present New Hampshire as the

reated unit for a detailed case study. 8 New Hampshire is note-

orthy because during the study period (2001–2016), it was sur-

ounded by perennially-banning states, meaning that the ban com-

letely shut New Hampshirites out of the storefront payday lend-

ng market. This unique geo-legistlative position precludes any

ross-state contamination of our results, see, e.g., Melzer (2011) .

ew Hampshire also implemented its cap earliest of the four

tates mentioned above and therefore has the greatest number of

ost-treatment quarters available. The length of the post-treatment

eriod allows us to best estimate the treatment effect as far

s eight years out. We iteratively run the SCM for each post-

mplementation quarter, thereby giving us a full range of estimates

ith which we can assess the potential dynamic heterogeneity of

he ban. After presenting the case of New Hampshire, we pool the

our treated states using the algorithm developed by Galiani and

uistorff (2017) . 

Our SCM results indicate that payday lending bans, manifested

s relatively low APR caps, do not cause statewide changes in

ankruptcies, formal or informal, in the short-run or the long-run.

he range of our post-treatment effects rules out the bankruptcy

agnitudes found in both Morgan et al. (2012) and Skiba and

obacman (2019) . Moreover, visual plots of the treatment effect

how no discernable pattern, contrary to the suggestive evidence

f Gathergood et al. (2019) as applied to the US. 
8 The other states are each immediately available upon request. We also ran the 

nalysis on South Dakota (SD), which banned in 2016. The visual results for SD are 

n the Appendix Figures A.1 and A.2. 
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Bankruptcy filings and delinquencies are imperfect proxies of

he disutility that’s potentially brought about by payday loans (or

heir banishment). Still, filing for bankruptcy protection represents

he final stop that breaks the debt spiral—the culmination of the

ntrapment, as it were; delinquencies are perhaps a penultimate

top in the debt trap story. Bankruptcy and delinquency data have

he added benefit of having a high degree of data quality and avail-

bility. Formal bankruptcy filings are collected from court records

n a consistent and centralized manner; they’re available at a quar-

erly frequency, which increases variation and the precision of our

stimates. 

That said, our data are highly aggregated and not administra-

ive. This could account for the lack of congruency with some of

he studies mentioned above. In particular, we measure payday

oan access, proxied by state laws, rather than loan application or

pproval. To address the discrepancy of our findings with those

entioned above, we analyzed the first three waves of the Na-

ional Financial Capability Survey (NFCS) administered by FINRA

and the US Department of the Treasury). The NFCS dataset is a

ationally-representative survey that asks about payday loan usage

s well as bankruptcy. To identify payday users, we filter out only

hose respondents who have taken out a payday loan in the past.

e then perform DD regressions on bankruptcy and delinquency-

elated outcomes. 

Our survey results show that while bankruptcy is unaffected

y the bans mentioned above, credit card late payments increase,

hich corroborates some of the findings above, namely that pay-

ay loan bans push borrowers into alternative forms of finance.

hus, it’s possible that payday borrowers near the loan-approval

hreshold see their credit score worsened, file for bankruptcy, etc.

ut away from the threshold, we see would-be borrowers substi-

ute to alternative sources of finance, which could stave off going

elinquent or filing for bankruptcy. 

The paper proceeds as follows. The second section reviews the

iterature that most directly links payday lending to bankruptcies.

he third section briefly describes the state-level regulatory frame-

ork in the United States. The fourth section describes the vari-

bles, data, and the empirical methodology. The fifth section de-

cribes the results. The sixth section concludes and presents av-

nues of future research. 

. Previous literature 

There is a lot of research on the effects of payday lending. In

his section we limit the scope of our review to those studies

hat are most closely related to ours, that is, only those studies

hat examine the link between payday loan access and bankruptcy,

oth formal (Chapters 7 and 13), informal (loan delinquencies), and

redit scores, which can be thought of as a type of aggregation of

he formal and informal measures. 

Regarding formal bankruptcy, Lefgren and McIntyre (2009) an-

lyze why bankruptcy filings differ across states since bankruptcy

aw is determined at the federal level. The authors find that demo-

raphic characteristics account for the bulk of the variation, leav-

ng little to no explanatory room for strictness of payday legisla-

ion and usury laws. Stoianovici and Maloney (2010) exploit state

ariation in payday lending legislation between 1990 and 2006.

hey find no effect on bankruptcy rates, a result confirmed by

ynes (2012) for the period 1998–2009. Moreover, Stoianovici and

aloney perform Granger causality tests and find that the number

f payday lending stores does not Granger cause bankruptcies. 

The finding that payday lending restrictions do not

ffect bankruptcies is contrasted with the findings of

organ et al. (2012) . These authors exploit state-time varia-

ion in payday lending legislation and find that payday-banning

tates see a decrease in Chapter 13 bankruptcy rates (for some
pecifications) relative to states that did not ban. Their findings

uggest that the ban was helpful to consumers: bankruptcies were

igh; legislators passed the interest rate cap; bankruptcies fell.

owever, the authors caution against this knee-jerk interpretation

f the results. They also find that overdraft fees and complaints

gainst debt collectors also increase in the payday banning states.

herefore, the welfare effects of the payday ban are unclear. 

Carter and Skimmyhorn (2017) exploit the exogenous variation

reated by random military assignment and the imposition of the

6% APR cap of the MLA. They find that bankruptcy rates are

ostly unchanged for military members who are randomly as-

igned to ‘payday banning’ states relative to those who are as-

igned to ‘payday permissive’ states. They find a negative effect

n formal bankruptcy for some specifications, which corroborates

ynes (2012) , who finds a negative relationship in counties with

arge military communities. Regarding credit scores, these authors

nd positive effects of access in their diffence-in-differences iden-

ification strategy (null for others). These results withstand a bat-

ery of testing on the subpopulations who are most likely to use

ayday loans. These authors ultimately suggest that the concerns

bout payday lending are “much ado about nothing.”

Regarding informal bankruptcy, Zinman (2010) finds that Ore-

on’s 2007 interest rate cap led to consumers stating that they

lan to pay their bills late relative to consumers in Washington,

hich is a ‘permissive’ payday lending state. Morse (2011) com-

ares home foreclosure rates within the same state, Califor-

ia, after particular areas are hit by a natural disaster. She

nds that access to a payday lender mitigates home foreclosure

ates. 

Melzer (2011) exploits the spatio-temporal variation in delin-

uencies (and credit scores) at the zip-code level, which controls

or state-level shocks. He compares the real financial hardship, e.g.,

aving utilities cut off, trouble paying rent, etc., of residents who

re in the zip code of a banning state but bordering a ‘payday per-

issive’ state to zip codes in the same state that are far from the

order. He shows evidence that borrowers can and do cross state

ines to obtain a payday loan. Melzer (2018) also examines hard-

hip, including child support delinquency. Both of Melzer’s stud-

es show that access to payday loans increase informal delinquency

nd real costs. 

Bhutta (2014) uses the zip-code identification strategy above

nd finds that delinquencies and credit scores are unaffected by

roximity to payday access. Desai and Elliehausen (2017) examine

redit delinquencies in the counties of the banning states of Geor-

ia, North Carolina, and Oregon before and after each state’s re-

pective ban to neighboring counties that are located in states that

id not ban. They generally find no effect, with Georgia’s ban be-

ng an exception: revolving credit (e.g., credit cards), delinquencies

ncrease, but installment credit (e.g., auto loans), delinquencies de-

rease. Carter and Skimmyhorn (2017) find no effect on ‘balance

n collection status’ and major derogatory payments (60 days past

ue). 

The two most recent papers on the measures relevant for

ur paper, bankruptcy and deliquency, are Skiba and Tobac-

an (2019) and Gathergood et al. (2019) , respectively. Skiba and

obacman use a proprietary dataset from a payday lender in Texas

nd link the data to bankruptcy filings. These authors compare

he bankruptcy outcomes of payday borrowers who were ’barely’

pproved for a payday loan to those who were ’barely’ rejected.

hey find that being approved for a loan leads to a higher rate of

ankruptcy filing. Interestingly, they find that bankruptcy rates are

tatistically higher two years after an initial payday loan applica-

ion than they are only one year after. The authors attribute this

ynamic heterogeneity to payday loan approval causing illiquidity

ssues for households in the short-run, which leads to insolvency

n the longer-run. 
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Table 1 

Summary of relevant literature. 

Author(s) Year Measure of Payday Correlation of 

Loan Access Access and Distress 

Panel a: Bankruptcy Filings 

Lefgren and McIntyre 2009 Legal restrictions None 

Stoianovici and Maloney 2010 Number of lenders None 

Hynes 2012 Legal restrictions Mixed 

Morgan, Strain, Seblani 2012 Legal restrictions Mixed 

Carter and Skimmyhorn 2017 Legal restrictions Mixed 

Skiba and Tobacman 2019 Loan approval Positive 

Panel b: Delinquencies and Defaults 

Zinman 2010 Legal restrictions Negative 

Morse 2011 Number of lenders Negative 

Bhutta 2014 Legal restrictions None 

Carter and Skimmyhorn 2017 Legal restrictions None 

Desai and Elliehausen 2017 Legal restrictions Mixed 

Melzer 2018 Legal restrictions Positive 

Gathergood et al 2019 Loan approval Mixed 

Panel c: Credit Scores 

Bhutta 2014 Legal restrictions None 

Bhutta et al 2015 Loan approval None 

Carter and Skimmyhorn 2017 Legal restrictions Mixed 

Liberman et al 2020 Loan application, approval Mixed 

Notes: Higher bankruptcy and delinquency is more distress, while higher credit score is less distress. Mixed results and qualifications are ex- 

plained in this note. Stoianovici and Maloney (2010) also examine legal restrictions and find no effect. Skiba and Tobacman (2019) is extended 

by Bhutta et al. (2015) by examining credit scores. Hynes (2012) shows that the correlation is negative in counties with large military commu- 

nities, a finding corroborated by Carter and Skimmyhorn (2017) for some specifications (null for others). Morgan et al. (2012) find a positive 

effect without state trends—null when they’re included. Zinman (2010) finds evidence that banned payday borrowers pay their bills late, which, 

we argue, is correlated with bill delinquency. Desai and Elliehausen (2017) find that there may be some mixed evidence for the state of Geor- 

gia. Gathergood et al. (2019) is for the UK. Regarding credit scores, Carter and Skimmyhorn (2017) find either null effects or a positive relation. 

Liberman et al. (2020) show with UK data that credit score drops with a loan application, but remains unchanged with a loan approval. 
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Gathergood et al. (2019) provide strong evidence on the effect

of payday lending on delinquencies. These authors obtained pay-

day loan data that includes virtually every (online) payday loan ap-

proval in the entire United Kingdom for the years 2012 and 2013.

The authors link this payday data to personal credit data. Exploit-

ing the exogenous variation created by a threshold in payday loan

approval, the authors find that delinquencies decline immediately

after the loan is approved. But, in the longer-run the situation

is reversed: payday lending approval causes an increase in credit

delinquencies. Liberman et al. (2020) use UK data from a store-

front payday lender in a regression discontinuity design. They find

that applying for a payday loan creates a documentable stigma,

which lowers the applicant’s credit score. However, being approved

doesn’t further worsen the credit score. It is worth noting that in

the UK, the payday lending market is dominated by online lenders.

Table 1 summarizes our review of the most pertinent literature. 

Our paper makes several contributions to this divided liter-

ature. Our findings complement the findings of Skiba and To-

bacman (2019) and Gathergood et al. (2019) with respect to ex-

ternal validity. The Skiba and Tobacman (2019) data come from

one payday lender in one state, which leaves open the possibil-

ity that their results hold only for a particular population, e.g.,

maybe the payday lender attracts applicants that differ systemat-

ically from the rest of the population of payday borrowers. While

the Gathergood et al. (2019) data come from virtually all payday

lenders, we don’t know the effect of payday lending on those pay-

day borrowers who are far away from the loan-approval threshold.

In contrast to both of these studies, state-level payday bans apply

to all payday applicants, regardless of their proximity to the loan-

approval threshold. Furthermore, analysis at the state level would

capture any effects of payday lending outside of actually applying
9 
for a loan. 

9 Of course, there is a “price” to pay for this increase in external validity and 

scope of causality, i.e., identifying the causal effect at the aggregate level is much 

more difficult. 

i  
Like several previous studies mentioned above, we employ

ifference-in-differences as an identification strategy. One concern

ith this strategy is that there may some unobserved heterogene-

ty between the treated units and the control units, ultimately

onfounding the causal effect. There is an additional concern that

ontrol units recieve equal weights—a consequence of OLS estima-

ion. In this paper, we address these concerns with a data-driven

ethod to choose an optimal control unit as a weighted aver-

ge from a donor pool of untreated states. We do so by employ-

ng the synthetic control method, which lets the data choose how

o weight the control states with respect to the minimization of

re-treatment fit, rather than the minimization of ordinary least

quares. 10 

What’s more, our paper incorporates an analysis of states–

rizona, Arkansas, Montana, and New Hampshire (and South

akota in the Appendix)–that were hitherto not investigated be-

ause samples end in 2006, e.g., Bhutta (2014) . Additionally, we

nalyze and quantify the effect that state-level bans have on usage

sing several data sources. Furthermore, we analyze a nationally-

epresentative survey of self-reported payday loan users. Finally,

e catalogue (see our appendix) the history of payday legislation

n each state, providing a central source for future researchers. 

. Regulatory framework 

Before describing the empirical framework, we first discuss the

asis on which we select the donor pool, that is, the set of states

rom which we draw to create the synthetic control unit. Table 2

ummarizes the underlying reasons for the classification of all 50

tates and Washington DC into control, treated, and excluded cat-

gories. The control states include 30 states where payday lending

s permissible during the period 2001–2016 (hereafter referred to
10 This, too, comes at a cost: data-identified control units run the risk of pre- 

treatment overfitting. In our appendix we address this using the artificial counter- 

factual (ArCo) method of Carvalho et al. (2018) . 
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Table 2 

Treated states and selection of control units. 

Category States Reason for Categorization 

Control States (30) Alabama (AL) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 2003 

California (CA) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1996 

Delaware (DE) Permitted; authorized and regulated since 1987 

Florida (FL) Permitted; regulated in 2001 

Hawaii (HI) Permitted; regulated in 1999 

Idaho (ID) Permitted; regulated in 2003 

Illinois (IL) Permitted; regulated in 2005 

Indiana (IN) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 2002 

Iowa (IA) Permitted; authorized in 1995 

Kansas (KS) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1993 

Kentucky (KY) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1998 

Louisiana (LA) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 2000 

Michigan (MI) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 2005 

Minnesota (MN) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1995 

Mississippi (MS) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1998 

Missouri (MO) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1991 

Nebraska (NE) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1994 

Nevada (NV) Permitted; regulated in 2005 

New Mexico (NM) Permitted; regulated in 1955 

North Dakota (ND) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 2001 

Ohio (OH) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1995 

Oklahoma (OK) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 2003 

Rhode Island (RI) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 2001 

South Carolina (SC) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1998 

Tennessee (TN) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1997 

Texas (TX) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1997 

Utah (UT) Permitted; regulated in 1999 

Washington (WA) Permitted; authorized and regulated in 1995 

Wisconsin (WI) Permitted; regulated in 2010 

Wyoming (WY) Permitted; regulated in 1996 

Treated States (4) Arizona (AZ) Restricted in 2010 

Arkansas (AR) Restricted in 2011 

Montana (MT) Restricted in 2010 

New Hampshire (NH) Restricted in 2009 

Excluded States (17) Alaska (AK) Payday lending was illegal until 2005 

Colorado (CO) Imposed partial restrictions in 2010 

Connecticut (CT) Restricted since 1949 

District of Columbia (DC) Restricted in 2007; non-availability of data 

Georgia (GA) Restricted in 2004 

Maine (ME) Permitted but restricted 

Maryland (MD) Restricted under usury law 

Massachusetts (MA) Restricted under small loan act 

New Jersey (NJ) Restricted under consumer loan act 

New York (NY) Restricted under state banking law 

North Carolina (NC) Restricted in 2001; banned in 2005 

Oregon (OR) Restricted partially in 2007 

Pennsylvania (PA) Restricted under discount company act 

South Dakota (SD) Restricted in 2016 

Vermont (VT) Restricted under small loan law 

Virginia (VA) Permitted; unauthorized until 2002 

West Virginia Restricted under small loan act 

Notes: In Appendix Table A.6 we give a highly-detailed review of payday restrictions in each state. 
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11 Our Fig. 2 is an updated version of Bhutta et al. (2015) ’s map (see their Fig- 

ure 1, pg. 232). See also Bhutta (2014) ’s Figure 1 on pg. 232 and his online ap- 

pendix. See also Dobridge (2018) , whose classification of ‘always banned’, ‘always 

legal’, ‘banned’, and ‘legalized’ is similar to ours. 
s ‘period of interest’ or ‘study period’). The treated states are: Ari-

ona, Arkansas, Montana, and New Hampshire. South Dakota also

assed a 36% APR cap in 2016, but since this falls outside the study

eriod, we do not include it in the main analysis. In the appendix

e include a synthetic control analysis of South Dakota. The list of

xcluded states includes the remaining 17 states, which were re-

oved from our analysis mainly due to the existence of payday

ending restrictions during the study period (either fully or par-

ially). 

We substantiate Table 2 by providing additional state-specific

etails on the history of payday lending regulations in an Table

.6 in the appendix. The state-specific payday lending informa-

ion has been collected from a thorough and comprehensive re-

iew of annual state legislations in the HeinOnline and Lexis Ad-

ance databases in combination with the existing payday litera-

ure and online media evidence. To the best of our knowledge,

his is the first study to provide a detailed overview of the history

f payday lending regulations for all 50 states (plus DC) through-
ut time going as far back as the early 1990s, and sometimes

arlier. 

Fig. 1 provides the US map illustrating the status of payday

ending regulation across all states as of the end of our study pe-

iod. While 16 states completely restrict payday lending activities,

hree states (Oregon, Colorado, and Maine) allow the operation of

he business under certain restrictions. The remaining 32 states

shaded in green) permit payday lending. 

Fig. 2 provides a cartographic representation of the Table 1 in-

ormation. 11 The treated states are shaded in dots, the control

tates are shaded in green, and the excluded states are shaded

n purple. The control group includes the 30 states where pay-

ay lending is permissible, at least since the first year of our study
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Fig. 1. Classification of US States by Payday Lending as of the end of 2016. 

Fig. 2. Classification of US States into treatment-, control-, and excluded states. 

Notes : Virginia legalized payday lending in 2002, which is only one year into our study period. Our main results are unchanged if we include Virginia as a control state 

and run the analysis for 2002–2016. We prefer eliminating Virginia and running the analysis from 2001 - 2016 to maximize the number of observations for other states. 

South Dakota (SD) passed an interest rate cap of 36% APR in 2016. Hence, because SD received the “treatment” we exclude them from the list of control states because it is 

conceptually possible that even the consideration of passing a payday lending ban could have altered consumer behavior. Nonetheless, for the sake of robustness, we checked 

whether the inclusion of SD affects our results; it does not. In the appendix we perform a synthetic control analysis of SD. Nominally, Maine is only “partially” restrictive, 

but the industry is effectively banned there, including online payday lending. 
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eriod, that is, 2001. It’s important to note that some states in the

ontrol group may have authorized and/or initiated the regulation

f payday lending activities during years within our study period.

owever, there is evidence that confirms the presence of payday

ending business prior to the first year of our study period. 12 These

tates (along with effective authorization/ regulation years) include

labama (2003), Florida (2001), Idaho (2003), Illinois (2005), Indi-

na (2002), Michigan (2005), Nevada (2005), North Dakota (2001),

klahoma (2003), Rhode Island (2001), and Wisconsin (2010). 

Some states in our control group have attempted to tighten

heir existing payday lending regulation in the recent past. A few

xamples include the states of Ohio and Washington. Ohio enacted

he short-term lender law in 2008, which restricted lenders from

aking loans using the electronic media among other require-

ents. Nevertheless, the state’s payday lenders were able to bypass

he legislation by registering as credit service providers—entities

hat are eligible to operate payday lending under the state’s Mort-

age Lending Act and the Small Loan Act. Washington passed a bill

n 2009 (to be effective in 2010) that limited the maximum loan-

ble amount and imposed a cap on the number of loans an indi-

idual can borrow in a year, along with some other provisions (see

uffe and Gibbs (2017) for details on Washington). 13 We broadly

lassify the control states as the ‘permissible’ group, that is, those

tates that have not completely restricted payday lending during

he period of our interest. 

With respect to the treated states, there are four: Arizona,

rkansas, Montana, and New Hampshire. Arizona imposed a ban

n payday lending in 2010 by allowing a previously enacted law

effective in 20 0 0) to expire. The law exempted payday lenders

rom the existing 36% APR cap on small loans. Arkansas restricted

ayday lending in 2011 by repealing its Check Cashers Act, which

llowed payday lenders to operate within the state. Montana pro-

ibited payday lending through a ballot initiative, which allowed

oters to put a 36% APR cap on all loans. In January 2009, New

ampshire imposed an annual interest rate cap of 36% on all small

oans, which includes payday loans. 

We exclude 17 states from our analysis. We drop 14 states due

o restrictions on payday lending activities that were imposed ei-

her prior to or within our study period. We drop the District of

olumbia, Alaska, and Virginia for alternative reasons. Although the

istrict of Columbia could have been a potentially treated state

n our analysis, we could not include it due to missing data is-

ues, especially with respect to the outcomes of interest such as

ankruptcy filings. In Alaska and Virginia, payday lending was il-

egal until 2005 and 2002, respectively. We did not find any ev-

dence on the presence of payday lending business in these two

tates prior to the respective authorization years. Nevertheless, to

e sure, our results still hold if we include Virginia by restricting

ur study period to 2002–2016. However, we prefer using 2001–

016 as our study period to maximize the pre-treatment informa-
ion. 

12 For a number of states, we treat the year that a state first enacted legislation 

o regulate the payday lending business as the authorization year. This is because 

egulating payday lending business appears to imply legalizing payday activities in 

ddition to providing state-specific guidelines for payday services such as licensing 

equirements for lenders, maximum loanable amount, and other borrowing require- 

ents, restriction on lenders’ right to pursue criminal charges against defaulting 

orrowers. See Appendix Table A.6 for further details. 
13 Despite Washington’s restrictions on loan rollovers, we keep it in the con- 

rol sample for our analsyes because the loan-rollover legislation did not com- 

letely shut out the industry (nor was it intended to). Washington’s payday lend- 

ng industry, while weakened from the legislation, still operates a total of 79 

torefront locations in the state as of 2018 (see: www.dfi.wa.gov ). Bhutta (2014) , 

hutta et al. (2015) , and Dobridge (2018) exploit state-level legislation, all of which 

lassify Washington in the control group, similar to us. Nonetheless, to be sure, we 

un our main analyses both with- and without Washington (and Ohio). These re- 

ults are largely unchanged and are available upon request. 
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. Empirical approach 

As mentioned above, we pursue a sequence of research ques-

ions. First, we test whether payday lending decreased in the

ecently-banning states. Then, we test whether there was a change

n bankruptcy rates, formal or informal. To implement this se-

uence of testing, we employ a twofold empirical strategy. First,

e run difference-in-differences (DD) regressions. Second, we use

he synthetic control method (SCM) for the continuous series, e.g.,

umber of payday lending establishments, bankruptcies, and delin-

uency rates. In this section, we describe our variables and data, as

ell as a detailed explanation of the DD and SCM methodologies

s applied to our research questions. Data summary statistics and

ources are in Appendix Tables A .1 and A .2, respectively. 

.1. Variables and data sources 

To examine whether interest rate caps are an effective pay-

ay ban, we analyze data from three sources. First, we use survey

vidence from the FDIC’s National Survey of Unbanked and Un-

erbanked Households, which asks about payday loan usage and

ankruptcy. This is a biennial (odd-numbered years, 2009 - 2017),

ationally-representative survey that is administered as a CPS sup-

lement. We do not use the 2017 survey since it is beyond the

tudy period. Second, we use survey evidence from FINRA’s Na-

ional Financial Capability Study (NFCS), which is detailed below

ince it asks about usage, bankruptcy, and credit more generally.

inally, we look at the number of payday lenders as identified by

he US Census Bureau’s County Business Pattern data using the

orth American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes. Pay-

ay lending is classified under NAICS code 522390, along with

ther non-bank credit intermediation services. 

For formal bankruptcy, we collect quarterly non-business

ankruptcy filings by state-year and state from the US Courts

aseload Statistics tables from 2001 to 2016. These are expressed

s rates, per 10 0,0 0 0 people. We separately look at two different

ategories of personal (non-business) bankruptcy filings: Chapter

 and Chapter 13; we also calculate the sum of the two (“over-

ll” henceforth). Of the personal bankruptcy categories, Chapter 7

s the most common, through which an agent can liquidate a filer’s

ssets to partially or fully repay the existing debts. In the event

hat the liquidation of assets fails to cover all debts, the remaining

ebt is discharged. Unlike Chapter 7, Chapter 13 filers (also known

s the ’wage earner’s plan’) are not required to liquidate their as-

ets. Instead, individuals need to have stable earnings in order to

evelop a proposal for a future repayment plan that ranges from 3

o 5 years. See Hynes (2012) for more details. 

For informal bankruptcy, we use state-year percentages of

elinquencies on student loans, auto, mortgage, and credit card

ebt. These estimates are obtained from the Center of Microeco-

omic Data (Federal Reserve Bank of New York), which provides

nnual state-level household debt statistics from the years 2003

ntil 2017. 

We analyze FINRA’s National Financial Capability Survey (NFCS),

hich is a nationally-representative, triennial survey that is run

y FINRA in consultation with the US Department of the Treasury.

he survey was administered three times: 2009, 2012, and 2015.

he survey instruments that we are interested in are the following:

ankruptcy, late fees on credit card bills, general difficulty paying

ills, and overall financial condition. Across all three waves of the

urvey, there are a total of over 54,0 0 0 respondents. We use the

urvey in two ways. First, we use it, in part, to confirm that in-

erest rate caps are an effective payday lending ban. Second, we

se it to corroborate our bankruptcy findings from the state-level

ynthetic control evidence. 

http://www.dfi.wa.gov
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In many of our analyses, we consider a wide range of state-level

controls to ensure the robustness of our estimates. With respect

to demographics, we include state-year proportion of the popula-

tion who are female (sex), White (race), Hispanic (ethnicity) and

adult (18 years and above). The social and political characteristics

of the state may affect consumers’ financial condition. Accordingly,

we control for the following: high-school graduation and college

attendance; and a binary indicator for a Democrat governor. 

To account for state-level economic conditions, we control for

the following variables: seasonally-adjusted unemployment rate,

real GDP per capita, poverty rate, Supplemental Nutrition Assis-

tance Program (SNAP) take-up rate, and Medicaid recipience rate.

We also include financial institution-based indicators, including the

following: number of commercial banks (CB) and savings institu-

tions (SI) per 10 0,0 0 0 population; total individual as well as credit

card loans per capita (from CB and SI); total liabilities-assets ratio

(in CB and SI); number of credit intermediation institutions; num-

ber of employed individuals in those establishments per 10 0,0 0 0

population. In Table A.1 of the appendix, we present pre-payday

lending restriction sample mean (or proportion) of all variables

used in our analysis for the control states and for each treated

state: New Hampshire, Arizona, Arkansas, and Montana. 

When analyzing survey data, we are able to include individual-

level covariates such as race, gender, education, and age. When

possible, we control for employment situation, e.g., employed, un-

employed, and household size. 

4.2. Difference-In-Differences estimation 

For both of our research questions we employ difference-in-

differences (DD) regressions. The control states in the DD regres-

sions include all the states classified as control in Table 2 . We also

include all of the aforementhioned state-level covariates when an-

alyzing state-level bankruptcy and delinquency data. We include

individual-level covariates when analyzing the survey data. More

formally, we estimate the following: 

 ist = ρ0 + ρ1 BAN st + ρ2 X ist + ρ3 Z st + γs + λt + εist (4.1)

where Y ist represents the aforesaid binary outcomes (or bankruptcy

or delinquency rates), and BAN st is a binary indicator for having

a payday lending restriction in state s at time t. X ist and Z st rep-

resent vectors of individual and state-level characteristics, respec-

tively. State fixed effects are denoted by γ s . Time fixed effects

are denoted as λt . The parameter ρ1 is the estimated measure

of the relationship between payday restrictions and the outcomes

of interest. 14 For binary outcomes, e.g., the FDIC and FINRA-NFCS

survey instruments, the parameter ρ1 has the interpretation of a

marginal effect. For the sake of robustness, all binary outcomes are

estimated by a LSDV-LPM model as well as a probit specification.

We cluster all standard errors at the state-level. 

4.3. Synthetic control method estimation 

To assess the causal impact of payday lending restrictions on

the incidence of personal bankruptcy filings and delinquencies,

we employ the synthetic control method (SCM) formulated by

Abadie et al. (2010) ; see also Abadie (Forthcoming) for a recent

overview. 15 In the context of our study, the SCM implements a
14 We include a wide-range of relevant state-level demographic, social (crime, po- 

litical, substance use), economic, and banking sector related covariates included in 

our regression to minimize omitted variable biases arising from unobserved hetero- 

geneities. 
15 We use Stata version of the ’Synth’ command developed by Abadie et al. 

(2010) to estimate SCM (information accessed from http://fmwww.bc.edu/RePEc/ 

bocode/s/synth.html; retrieved on March 20, 2018). For robustness, we also esti- 

a  

G  

t  

m

c

u

i

ata-driven process to illustrate a counterfactual post-payday lend-

ng restriction path for the treated state(s), e.g., New Hampshire.

ore specifically, this counterfactual is represented by a ’synthetic’

eighted average of control states, which is optimally generated

rom a pool of pre-specified ‘donor pool’ of control states, i.e., the

control states” in Table 2 above. 

To illustrate the SCM strategy, let there be a sample of I + 1

nits (represented by the treated and control states) indexed by

 , where unit i = 0 is the treated state and all other potential com-

arison states are denoted by i = (1 , . . . , I) . We define Y 0 as a

 k × 1) vector that incorporates pre-intervention values of the de-

endent variable and (k − 1) relevant covariates that are predictive

f the outcome of interest. Let Y 1 be a ( k × I ) matrix that includes

he values of the same pre-intervention variables for the each i th

nit in the donor pool. The SCM assigns non-negative weights to

dentify a convex combination of the I control states, which is ex-

ected to mimic the treated unit during the pre-intervention pe-

iod. This is achieved by minimizing the difference between pre-

reatment characteristics of the treated unit, e.g., New Hampshire,

nd the synthetic control unit. The weights w i are selected such

hat ( 
∑ I 

i =1 w i = 1) . Let μ be some non-negative scalar. Formally,

hen, the SCM selects the optimal of combination of w i , repre-

ented by vector W 

∗, which solves the following constrained mini-

ization problem: 

 

∗ = arg min 

W 

( Y 0 − μ − Y 1 W ) ′ V (Y 0 − μ − Y 1 W ) 

.t. μ = 0 ;
I ∑ 

i =1 

w i = 1 ; w i ≥ 0 ∀ i = (1 , . . . , I) (4.2)

here V is a positive definite matrix. 

The SCM allows us to compute a difference-in-differences (DD)

stimate of the treatment effect between New Hampshire (NH)

nd synthetic New Hampshire (SNH). That is, we define Depv ar NH 
pre 

nd Depv ar SNH 
pre to be the average pre-intervention values of the

utcome variable for the treated state and its synthetic control,

espectively. Further, we define Depv ar NH 
post and Depv ar SNH 

post as the

ost-payday lending ban average of the outcome variable for New

ampshire and its synthetic control, respectively. Using the defined

alues, the DD estimate for New Hampshire is: 

D NH = (Depv ar NH 
post − Depv ar SNH 

post ) − (Depv ar NH 
pre − Depv ar SNH 

pre ) 

(4.3)

hich we iteratively calculate for each post-treatment period. 

We formally test the statistical significance of the DD es-

imate by performing the permutation test recommended by

badie et al. (2010) . This is accomplished using a placebo analy-

is. The intervention is the period of the payday lending ban, e.g.,

009q1. We then identify synthetic comparisons for each state in-

luded in the donor pool to calculate placebo DD estimates of the

ntreated states. In other words, the program iteratively runs the

ynthetic control method on each of the control states in the donor

ool, each time excluding New Hampshire. This will generate a

ampling distribution for DD NH , from which we are able to cal-

ulate a p-value for each post-treatment period (and jointly). See

igs. 6 and 8 in the next section. 

Typically the SCM is run on one treated unit, e.g., New Hamp-

hire, but it is possible to “pool” with several treated units, e.g.,

ll four payday-banning states. Building on the traditional SCM,

aliani and Quistorff (2017) developed a “pooled” synthetic con-

rol method, which allows for an evaluation of the treatment effect
ate fully nested optimization models (using the nested and allopt option), which 

omputes the optimal convex combination of the control units from all possible val- 

es of V and W. The results are markedly similar to the default estimates reported 

n our main analysis. 
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here the treatment is assigned to multiple units across different

oints in time. More specifically, for each treated unit denoted as

 ∈ { 1 , . . . , G } , Galiani and Quistorff (2017) show that it is possible

o estimate the post-treatment effect, ˆ αg , using the standard SCM

pproach such that the average treatment effect can be computed

s 

¯ = G 

−1 
G ∑ 

g=1 

ˆ αg (4.4) 

urthermore, based on the concepts developed in the standard

CM of Abadie et al. (2010) , a corresponding set of control states,

enoted by ˆ αPL is estimated for each treated unit, g . Similar to the

stimation of ᾱ, the “pooled synth” algorithm generates an aver-

ge placebo effect, ᾱPL by averaging over the placebo effects, ˆ αPL .

tatistical inference comes from a comparison of the average of

reatment- and placebo effects. 16 

.4. Comparing difference-in-Differences to the synthetic control 

ethod 

Doudchenko and Imbens (2016) show that the difference-in-

ifferences (DD) method of identifying the counterfactual has

 similar structure to the SCM identification strategy. Formally,

ithin the framework of Eq. (4.2) above, the DD would be as fol-

ows: 

 

∗ = arg min 

W, μ
( Y 0 − μ − Y 1 W ) ′ V (Y 0 − μ − Y 1 W ) 

.t. μ > 0 ;
I ∑ 

i =1 

w i = 1 ; w i ≥ 0 ; w i = w̄ , ∀ i = (1 , . . . , I) (4.5) 

here V is a positive definite matrix. 17 The μ term is constant and

trictly positive in a DD identification strategy—the familiar paral-

el trends assumption. If it’s true that μ > 0, then it follows that

 i = w̄ and hence it’s possible to estimate a DD model with OLS.

owever, if μ is zero or not constant, then (pre-treatment) trends

re not parallel and the results will be biased. 

Empirically, it is often possible to test if the trends are paral-

el, e.g., in an OLS-regression-adjusted event study ( Autor, 2003 ). If

he test fails, i.e., μ is not constant, then the SCM presents a poten-

ial alternative if the assumptions are met, namely the constraints

n Eq. (4.2) above. The μ = 0 assumption rules out the possibility

hat there is a systematically-large difference between treatment

nd control in the pre-treatment time period. The assumption that

he weights sum to one means that the strategy will not properly

dentify the average treatment effect if the treated unit is an out-

ier. For example, if, say, New Hampshire was rife with bankrupt-

ies, then no weighting of the other non-banning states (the donor

ool) could equal New Hampshire’s bankruptcy values unless the

ssumption were relaxed and weights could sum to a value greater

han one. Finally, the assumption of non-negative weights ensures

 unique weighting solution, which makes the ultimate weighting

cheme interpretable. 18 

The DD method is intuitive and simple to estimate. Moreover,

t can yield results with as few as two time periods. Because of

ts congruity with OLS, inference is well established. On the other
16 For a recent application using state-level data see Chu and Townsend (2019) . 
17 The matrix V is equal to the identity matrix if the only variables are lagged 

ependent variables. In the context of the SCM, this would entail a non-nested 

inimization problem to solve for the vector W 

∗ . If the pre-treatment fit between 

reatment and control is minimized according to covariates, then the optimization 

roblem is nested. Our results below are robust to both optimization procedures. 
18 Carvalho et al. (2018) point out that the assumption of non-negative weights 

s too restrictive in terms of fit. They recommend relaxing this assumption if cer- 

ain conditions are met. See our discussion, tests, and visual plots using their ArCo 

ethod in the appendix. 
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and, while DD can accomodate unobservable heterogeneity that

s constant (through state-specific linear time trends), it funda-

entally cannot account for unobservable non-liner heterogene-

ty; if μt � = μ, then there is not much a researcher can do. In

ection 5.2 below, we test whether μt � = μ using the method of

utor (2003) . An additional assumption of DD is the imposition

f equal weights, w i = w̄ . A researcher can manually change this

hrough some alternative weighting scheme, e.g., weighted least

quares (WLS), propensity scores (PSM), etc. But such weighting

chemes are either arbitrary (WLS) or could inhibit a causal inter-

retation (PSM) of the results ( Wooldridge, 2005 ). 

The synthetic control method can accommodate the lack of par-

llel trends; indeed it fundamentally imposes it, i.e., it sets μ = 0 .

he manifestation of this assumption can be seen in our SCM re-

ults; see Figs. 3 and 5 below and note the close overlap of both

eries throughout the pre-treatment periods. One way to improve

he fit even more is to relax the weight constraints in Eq. (4.2) , i.e.,

hat they be positive and sum to one. Carvalho et al. (2018) de-

elop an estimation procedure—artificial counterfactual (ArCo)—to 

o just that. We estimate the ArCo and our results are unchanged;

ee the appendix for details. Unlike DD, the SCM does not im-

ose an equality of weights across treated units, a fact evident in

able 6 below. 

That said, one criticism with the SCM weights is that they are

omewhat of a blackbox. They can, at times, be non-intuitive, i.e.,

he weighting algorithm assigns a high weight to a state that is

ifferent in geography, culture, etc., from the treated state. For in-

tance, in our New Hampshire case study, Hawaii receives positive

eight ( Table 6 ). To some extent, this is the “cost” of the SCM as

n identification strategy. Nonetheless, we address this critique by

anually assigning weights of 100% on the nearby state of Rhode

sland, and then again with 100% on Delaware. Our overall results

re robust to these estimations. 

Another potential issue with SCM is the potential for overfitting.

t’s possible to get a near-perfect fit in the pre-treatment period,

ut some of that may be noise. We don’t view this as a problem

ince our data are relatively low frequency and highly aggregated,

hich should smooth out any noise. In any case, the ArCo estima-

or is robust to overfitting. 

Finally, as mentioned above, SCM cannot fundamentally handle

utliers—particularly extreme ones (but cf. Powell (2018) ). None of

ur treated states are outliers in any of the variables that we con-

ider. If any of our states were outliers along any dimension, it

ould be evident in the SCM visual plots ( Figs. 3 and 4 ) as well

s a mismatch in the treated mean and synthetic control means

 Table 6 ). 

. Research questions and results 

In this section we present the results of our analyses. First,

e test whether interest rate caps limit payday lending. This is

mportant because there have been instances when states were

ble to circumvent the legislation, e.g., Ohio, North Carolina (see

hutta (2014) ). Then, we test whether the bans affect bankruptcy

r delinquency. 

.1. Are interest rate caps an effective payday lending ban? 

Rather than an outright ban on payday loans, many states have

pted to impose an interest rate ceiling, frequently set at 36% APR.

he rationale is that if payday lenders can’t afford to make loans at

hat price, then perhaps they shouldn’t be making loans at all. To

ive a rough idea, payday loans are typically two weeks in dura-

ion, and priced at $15 for every $100 borrowed, which translates

o an APR of 390%. At 36% APR, the same payday loan would need

o be priced at $1.39 for every $100 borrowed. 
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Fig. 3. Visual synthetic control results: New Hampshire formal bankruptcy. 

Table 3 

OLS DID analysis of payday loan establishments and usage. 

NAICS 522390 FDIC FINRA-NFCS 

Establishments Payday Loan Use Payday Loan Use 

Study period 2001 - 2016 2009 - 2015 2009 - 2015 

Sample mean 6.075 0.015 0.125 

Payday loan restriction −2.779 ∗∗∗ −0.010 ∗ −0.043 ∗∗

(0.781) (0.006) (0.009) 

State fixed effects � � � 

Year fixed effects � � � 

State characteristics � � 

Individual characteristics � � 

Sample size 529 137,593 54,571 

Notes: ∗ is 10%; ∗∗ is 5%; ∗∗∗ is 1% significance. The NAICS unit is the number of establishments per 10 0,0 0 0 residents. 

The FDIC units is the percentage of people who responded “yes” to the question ‘in the past 12 months, did you or 

anyone in your household have a payday loan or payday advance at a place other than a bank?’ The FINRA units is 

the percentage of people who responded “yes” to the question ‘in the past five years, how many times have to taken 

out a short term “payday loan?” We collapse the variable to a binary measure. The FDIC survey is biennial, while 

FINRA is triennial. Estimates in the table are interpreted as marginal effects. All standard errors are cluster-robust, 

being clustered at the state level. 
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A report by the FDIC ( Flannery and Samolyk, 2005 ) shows that

such high APRs, e.g., 390%, are indeed justified by the costs of the

industry (but cf. a report from the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas

City by DeYoung and Phillips (2009) ). Part of the reason for the

high APR is the necessary cross-subsidization in a market plagued

by asymmetric information. Dobbie and Skiba (2013) find that 19%

of initial payday loans go into default. The adverse selection that

Dobbie and Skiba find in their data is even worse in the online

payday lending market: Li et al. (2012) find that the default rate

from an online lender was 28%; Rigbi (2013) finds a default rate of

19.4%. 

Given such high rates of default, payday lenders cannot prof-

itably stay in business. From the supply side, we test whether

the number of payday lenders decreases as a result of the pay-

day loan restrictions. Our measure of the number of payday lend-

ing storefronts is the number of establishments of NAICS 522390,

‘other activities related to credit intermediation’. This isn’t a per-

fect measure since it also includes other non-bank credit inter-
ediation services. Table 3 shows that establishments significantly

ecrease as a result of the interest rate cap. This finding corrob-

rates Bhutta (2014) , who finds that the concentration of payday

enders is higher in states that have less stringent payday lending

estrictions. 

To further solidify these supply-side results, we retrieved (from

DGAR) the 10-K reports from several payday lenders. In the 2011

0-K from Advance America, Cash Advance Centers, Inc., the na-

ionwide market leader in the payday lending industry, it states

pg. 18) “[l]egislation was adopted in New Hampshire in 2008 that

ffectively prohibits us from offering cash advances to consumers

n that state.” It goes on to say that all operations were shut down

n New Hampshire in February of 2009. Furthermore, it mentions

hat they ceased operations in Arkansas, Arizona, and Montana as

 result of the passage of these states’ respective regulations. 

From the demand side, we test whether payday loan usage

ropped among consumers in the states that restricted payday

ending relative to the states that did not. Our measure of payday
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Fig. 4. Visual synthetic control results: New Hampshire informal bankruptcy. 

Notes : In both figures above, the solid line represents the actual path of the measure throughout the study period. The dashed line represents the path of the synthetic 

control unit, which is calculated as the optimal weighting scheme that minimizes the distance between the two series (weights in Table 6 ). The vertical line is the legislative 

intervention period, which is 2009 for New Hampshire. Formal bankruptcies are quarterly rates per 10 0,0 0 0 persons; informal bankruptcies (delinquencies) are annual 

percentage points. The formal bankruptcy results could be confounded by the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act (BAPCA), which was signed into 

law on 4/20/2005, and went into effect on 10/17/2005. We consider the effects of BAPCA in the pooled SCM results, Section 5.5 . The Great Recession could also confound 

our results. We run the analysis on South Dakota as a robustness check against this possibility; see appendix Figures A.1 and A.2.. 
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oan usage comes from two sources: the FDIC’s National Survey of

nbanked and Underbanked Households, a biennial survey that is

dministered as a supplement to the Current Population Survey;

nd FINRA’s National Financial Capability Survey, which is admin-

stered on a triennial basis. 

Table 3 demonstrates that usage declined among the partic-

pants in both surveys, findings that corroborate Zinman (2010) ,

ho analyzes local survey data to show that payday loan usage

ell in Oregon after it implemented its 36% cap. Of course, with

urvey data, there are selection concerns and measurement issues,

o we note that our statistical findings are in line with anecdo-

al focus group evidence from a Pew Research report, Pew (2012) ,

hich shows that usage drops in restrictive states. 

This demand side evidence is important because it shows that

nacting an effective payday lending ban does indeed cut down

n payday loan usage. Both the FDIC- and FINRA-NFCS surveys ask

bout general payday loan usage; neither makes a distinction be-

ween storefront and online loans. Therefore, since both surveys

how a statistically significant decrease in payday lending, this is

vidence that consumers did not, en masse, migrate to the online

ayday lending market. The abovementioned Pew report highlights

hat many would-be borrowers are apprehensive about giving their

nancial information online. That said, we can be reasonably con-

dent that our bankruptcy findings below are reliable insofar as

ayday lenders aren’t circumventing the cap and would-be bor-

owers are not getting their payday loans from elsewhere. 

.2. Do payday lending bans mitigate bankruptcy? 

Strictly speaking, capping interest rates is not intended to elim-

nate bankruptcy filings per se . Rather, the goal of the cap is to

liminate the high APR of payday loans, which, in turn, is part of
 broader desire to protect consumers from a so-called ‘debt trap’.

onsumers take out a high-APR loan, cannot repay it, roll it over,

nd eventually go delinquent on other debts. The cycle ultimately

tops at dealing with bill collectors or filing for formal bankruptcy

rotection. 

To be sure, there is overlap in the population of payday borrow-

rs and the population of bankruptcy filers, homeowners, credit

ard holders, etc. Elliehausen and Lawrence (2008) find that 15%

f payday borrowers have declared bankruptcy in the previous

ve years. Our analysis of the NFCS shows that 8.5% of payday

orrowers have filed for bankruptcy in the past two years (see

able 10 below). 

Regarding delinquency, the Bhutta et al. (2015) dataset shows

hat 59% of payday loan applicants have a general purpose credit

ard, with approximately 80% of those having little credit available

n their credit cards or they are maxed out completely. Approx-

mately 42% of borrowers who use Advance America, the market

eader mentioned above, own their home; 32% have a mortgage;

3% have an auto loan; and 36% have at least some college. 

In our first bankruptcy analysis, we use the states of Arizona,

rkansas, Montana, and New Hampshire, as quasi-experimental

abs to test whether the bans affect bankruptcy filing rates and

elinquencies. We run difference-in-differences (DD) regressions,

he linchpin of which is the assumption of parallel trends. In or-

er to estimate the true causal effect of payday loan bans on

ankruptcy, the treatment and control states would need to dif-

er pre-treatment by some constant amount. One potential reason

or the failure of the parallel trends assumption is that the banning

tates experience significant variation in the outcomes of interest

n anticipation of the interest rate cap. 

We examine this possibility using the event study method, as

one by Autor (2003) and others. Our event analysis incorporates
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Table 4 

Event analysis of formal and informal bankruptcy - dynamic impacts of payday bans. 

Formal Bankruptcy Informal Bankruptcy 

(Rates, per 10 0,0 0 0) (Delinquencies, %) 

NAICS Overall Chapter 7 Chapter 13 Student Auto Mortgage Credit 

522390 filings filings filings loan loan loan card 

Study period 2001 - 2016 2001 - 2016 2003 - 2016 

Sample mean 6.076 431.300 309.578 121.401 9.185 3.283 2.931 9.051 

4 years prior −1.455 −103 . 104 ∗∗ −68 . 527 ∗∗ −34.573 −0.157 0.064 −0.387 −0.313 

(1.203) (41.975) (31.089) (27.205) (0.860) (0.272) (0.339) (0.208) 

3 years prior −2.033 8.240 10.936 −2.834 −0.088 −0.037 −0.191 −0.178 

(1.416) (61.041) (37.302) (26.372) (1.432) (0.298) (0.317) (0.301) 

2 years prior −2.893 −38.657 −25.808 −12.896 0.137 0.137 0.111 0.187 

(1.799) (52.636) (35.090) (22.755) (1.695) (0.184) (0.579) (0.470) 

1 year prior −3 . 161 ∗ −44.533 −26.967 −17.690 −0.079 0.136 0.552 0.669 

(1.636) (50.191) (34.186) (20.662) (1.451) (0.162) (0.818) (0.870) 

Year of passage −3 . 084 ∗ −29.106 −2.264 −27.000 0.047 0.234 1.359 0.913 

(1.694) (68.271) (48.816) (25.847) (1.849) (0.423) (1.515) (1.213) 

1 year after −3 . 508 ∗∗ -0.579 7.681 −8.512 0.321 0.199 1.213 0.698 

(1.663) (75.266) (52.994) (29.131) (1.879) (0.564) (1.138) (1.004) 

2 years after −4 . 525 ∗∗∗ −13.226 −8.993 −4.470 0.021 0.456 0.583 0.685 

(1.280) (80.270) (58.920) (27.416) (1.635) (0.570) (0.909) (0.895) 

3 years after −4 . 841 ∗∗∗ −64.955 −35.072 −29.842 −0.015 0.578 ∗ −0.193 0.164 

(1.244) (57.670) (39.818) (28.762) (1.048) (0.329) (0.663) (0.715) 

4 + years after −4 . 675 ∗∗∗ -92.484 ∗∗ −52.263 −39.152 0.036 −0.014 −0.494 −0.295 

(1.316) (41.991) (32.227) (26.704) (1.189) (0.387) (0.854) (0.589) 

State fixed effects � � � � � � � � 

Year fixed effects � � � � � � � � 

State characteristics � � � � � � � � 

State Linear Trends � � � � � � � � 

Observations 529 529 529 529 462 462 462 462 

R-squared 0.910 0.925 0.913 0.951 0.902 0.909 0.822 0.919 

F-stat: sum of 4 leads = 0 2.54 0.92 1.02 0.51 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.05 

P-value 0.12 0.35 0.32 0.48 0.97 0.69 0.96 0.82 

Notes: ∗ is 10%; ∗∗ is 5%; ∗∗∗ is 1% significance. The omitted, reference category is five years or more prior to passage of the interest rate cap. The above regressions are 

performed using a similar specification as Table 5 below. We report the anticipatory and post-treatment effects of imposition of a 36% interest cap on payday loans by 

creating binary indicators of leads (each for 1, 2, 3, and 4 years prior), passage year, and lags (each for 1, 2, 3, and 4+ years post) of the passage of state legislation. All 

standard errors are estimated by clustering at the state-level. 
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19 In our SCM analysis below, we are able to use quarterly bankruptcy data when 

we run the non-nested version, i.e., when the minimization problem is with respect 
binary indicators for the following: each of the four years prior to

the passage year of the interest rate cap, the passage year, and each

of the four (or more) post-implementation years. The period repre-

senting five or more years prior to implementation is the omitted,

reference category. Our results are in Table 4 below. 

With respect to payday lending establishments, we find that

relative to our omitted period all coefficients are negative and gen-

erally increasing in absolute value, indicating a progressive decline

in payday firms over time. All of the post-implementation coeffi-

cients are statistically negative (relative to the omitted category).

The magnitudes show that the ban was effective at reducing store-

fronts, even four years later. The year prior to passage is significant,

which shows that there is at least some anticipation of the legisla-

tion. Such anticipation is to be expected from payday lenders since

they monitor legislation closely through their trade associations. Of

course, the reaction from the supply side of the market could alter

the reaction from the demand side. For example, if lenders con-

solidate locations in anticipation of the upcoming ban, this could

affect the price and quantity of payday loans, which would affect

the demand side of the market. 

Turning to bankruptcy filings, there is little evidence of any an-

ticipatory effects. The sole exception is for overall- and Chapter 7

bankruptcies four years prior to the passage, both of which show a

large, negative effect. However, these coefficients are relative to the

omitted category of 5+ years prior—a time period that, for some

treated states, overlaps with the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and

Consumer Protection Act (BAPCA). BAPCA was, in part, a way to

incentivize consumers to file for Chapter 13 rather than Chapter 7.

This may explain why Chapter 7 filings are twice the magnitude of

Chapter 13. We address the potential confounding nature of BAPCA

in our synthetic control analysis below. 

t

To summarize, for payday lending establishments, the presence

f the anticipation effect casts some doubt on the parallel trends

ssumption. That is, the value of μ in Eq. (4.5) may not be con-

tant. For bankruptcies and delinquencies, since there is virtually

o evidence of anticipatory effects, we can trust the parallel trends

ssumption for these measures and hence proceed with a valid DD

dentification strategy. 

We run a set of OLS difference-in-differences regressions on an-

ual state-level bankruptcy and delinquency data (per 10 0,0 0 0 res-

dents) for 34 states between 2001 - 2016. These data are annual

o as to match the lowest frequency of our control variables. 19 

here are four treated states: Arizona, Arkansas, Montana, and New

ampshire. We eliminate the twelve states that banned payday

ending throughout the sample period, e.g., New York, because they

o not add any variation. We further eliminated other states that

anned in the sample period, but are not considered part of the

nalysis, e.g., Georgia. However, we also ran the DD analyses with

he other states that banned during our sample period, i.e., adding

eorgia to the treated group. We also estimated the DD models

sing the ‘always-banning’ states, e.g., New York, as an alternative

ontrol group. The results are robust to these alterations and are

vailable upon request. All regressions were run with the inclusion

f state-specific linear trends. 

Table 5 presents the results of our DD analysis. The NAICS es-

ablishments estimate is essentially the same as the estimate from

able 3 ; standard errors are lower here as a result of the presence

f control variables. 
o lagged outcomes only. 
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Table 5 

OLS DD analysis of formal- and informal bankruptcy. 

Formal Bankruptcy Informal Bankruptcy 

(Rates, per 10 0,0 0 0) (Delinquencies, %) 

NAICS Overall Chapter 7 Chapter 13 Student Auto Mortgage Credit 

522390 filings filings filings loan loan loan card 

Study period 2001 - 2016 2001 - 2016 2003 - 2016 

Sample mean 6.075 431.300 309.578 121.401 9.185 3.283 2.931 9.051 

Control mean 6.388 437.472 311.937 125.228 9.113 3.310 2.974 8.997 

Payday loan restriction −2 . 811 ∗∗∗ −33.529 −19.309 −14.209 0.096 0.121 −0.221 −0.115 

(0.489) (29.071) (24.414) (13.798) (0.612) (0.191) (0.588) (0.306) 

[-3.80, -1.82] [-92.67, 25.62] [-68.98, 30.36] [-42.28, 13.86] [-1.15, 1.34] [-0.27, 0.51] [-1.42, 0.98] [-0.80, 0.51] 

State fixed effects � � � � � � � � 

Year fixed effects � � � � � � � � 

State characteristics � � � � � � � � 

State Linear Trends � � � � � � � � 

Observations 529 529 529 529 462 462 462 462 

R-squared 0.904 0.924 0.911 0.950 0.902 0.908 0.818 0.916 

Notes: ∗ is 10%; ∗∗ is 5%; ∗∗∗ is 1% significance. NAICS 522,390 is the rate per 10 0,0 0 0. These DD regressions were run using annual data for each series. We ran the regressions 

including all states that banned during the noted time periods, e.g., Georgia in 2004; and we estimated the effect using only those states under main consideration, e.g., AR, 

AZ, NH, and MT. The results are robust to the inclusion of all banning states. States that banned throughout the entirety of the sample, e.g., NY, were thrown out because 

they do not add any variation. All variables are expressed as per 10 0,0 0 0 residents. Delinquency units are percentages. Standard errors in parentheses. All standard errors 

are cluster-robust, being clustered at the state level. 95% cofidence interval in brackets. 
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Despite the overall bankruptcy result being statistically null, we

an nevertheless make some comparisons. For example, if the most

xtreme version of the debt trap hypothesis is true, then payday

ending bans should reduce bankruptcies. But by how much? Our

5% confidence interval for overall bankruptcies shows that we can

ule out a decline of 92 annual bankruptcy filings per 10 0,0 0 0.

utting this magnitude in context, Skiba and Tobacman (2019) find

hat payday lending access—measured as loan application—causes

 statistically-significant increase of 2.35 bankruptcy filings (per

00 applicants) one year later. These authors use payday loan data

rom one lender in Texas from 20 0 0 to 20 04. Since these authors

se bankruptcies per 100 applicants, we need to scale their results

n order to make them comparable to ours, which is bankrupt-

ies per 10 0,0 0 0 persons. To do that, we need an “application-

o-household” conversion factor. We use Texas’s application rate

11.37 applications per 100 persons) from the 2009 NFCS survey,

hich is the earliest year available. After scaling up again by 10 (to

et per 10 0,0 0 0), we calculate their treatment effect to be approx-

mately 280 bankruptcies per 10 0,0 0 0 persons. Appealing again

o the 95% confidence interval, we can rule out a magnitude of

his size. 20 Perhaps the average treatment effect is different at the

hreshold than it is in aggregate; or we haven’t considered enough

ime periods for the effect to take hold, a possibility that we dis-

uss in our synthetic control results below. 

Regarding our Chapter 7 result, the effect is statistically zero,

hich is somewhat unsurprising since Chapter 7 represents a type

f finality of debt relief: it offers full discharge, but it stays on the

ecord longer, and typically requires a dramatic liquidation of as-

ets. Our finding of null results corroborate Morgan et al. (2012) .

he 95% confidence interval of the result shows that we can rule

ut an effect size of fewer than 69 filings per 10 0,0 0 0 house-

olds. To give some context, Lefgren and McIntyre (2009) esti-

ate that strictness of state wage garnishment restrictions is as-

ociated with a drop of 75 filings per 10 0,0 0 0 for mild restrictions

nd a drop of 192 filings per 10 0,0 0 0 for severe restrictions. With

5% confidence, we can rule out such effect sizes. Hence, payday
20 In order to make this calculation, we make two assumptions. First, we are as- 

uming that the Texas NFCS loan application rate equals the actual rate. However, 

ven using the much-lower FDIC application rate of Texas of 4% as a conversion 

actor, we would still rule out the resultant effect size. The second assumption 

e make is that removing access to payday loans has the same effect—in absolute 

alue—on bankruptcies as “granting” access through an application. 

w  

w  

t  

S  

u  

W  

H

oan bans don’t reduce Chapter 7 bankruptcy filing rates nearly as

uch as wage garnishment restrictions do—a result that confirms

efgren and McIntyre (2009) , albeit from a different estimation

ethod, updated time period, and alternative frequency of data. 

Another notable finding in our DD analysis is that the sign

nd magnitude of our Chapter 13 estimate is in-line with those

f Morgan et al. (2012) , who do a DD analysis similar to ours.

hese authors use quarterly Chapter 13 filings per 10,0 0 0 persons.

caling up, they estimate the treatment effect of bans to be -37.2

er 10 0,0 0 0 without state time trends, and -19.2 with state trends.

hese results are within our 95% confidence interval. Morevover,

ike us, the authors find a null effect on Chapter 7 filings (but don’t

eport magnitudes). The upshot is that the null effects of payday

ending bans on bankruptcy are constant over time, even in the

ace of significant alterations to bankruptcy law (BAPCA) as well as

 deep recession (Great Recession), and even across a completely

ifferent set of treated states. 

Our results for delinquencies have mixed signs, but they

re all statistically insignificant, a finding that corroborates

hutta (2014) and Carter and Skimmyhorn (2017) , both of whom

nd no effect on delinquency (measured differently than ours). We

lso confirm the results of Desai and Elliehausen (2017) for North

arolina and Oregon but not for Georgia. Our results also seem to

onflict with the findings of Gathergood et al. (2019) , who find that

ayday lending access in the UK, measured as loan approval, in-

reases delinquencies in the long-run. Our SCM results below allow

or a fuller exposition of the long-run effect of payday loan access

n delinquencies. 

.3. Synthetic control analysis of New Hampshire 

Difference-in-differences im poses equal weights across the con-

rol units, as can be seen in the third constraint in the optimiza-

ion problem of Eq. (4.5) . This can be overcome with a manual

eighting scheme, e.g., weighted least squares, but these weights

ould be arbitrary. In contrast, the synthetic control method lets

he data choose the optimal weights. Moreover, the (non-nested)

CM also allows us to use quarterly data. The SCM further permits

s to examine the treatment effect for each post-treatment period.

e illustrate the traditional SCM of Abadie et al. (2010) with New

ampshire as the treated unit. 
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Table 6 

Balance check for synthetic New Hampshire. 

Dependent variables Composition of ynthetic NH Pre-treatment mean NH Pre-treatment mean Synthetic NH RMSPE 

Payday lenders HI 0.39; IN 0.13; RI 0.19; UT 0.041; WY 0.248 2.602 3.261 0.289 

Overall bankruptcy DE 0.01; HI 0.63; IA 0.19; NV 0.01; RI 0.07; UT 0.03; WY 0.05 71.767 75.529 0.253 

Chapter 7 bankruptcy DE 0.02; HI 0.46; RI 0.05; SC 0.05; TX 0.02; UT 0.03; WI 

0.12;WY 0.27 

61.899 67.719 0.259 

Chapter 13 bankruptcy DE 0.01; HI 0.30; IN 0.01; IA 0.03; RI 0.16; WI 0.21; WY 0.28 9.824 10.312 0.364 

Student loan delinquency HI 0.19;; IN 0.51 ND 0.08; RI 0.04 UT 0.03; WI 0.05; WY 0.10 6.288 6.362 0.094 

Auto loan delinquency RI 0.17; UT 0.01 WI 0.72; WY 0.11 1.825 1.970 0.255 

Mortgage delinquency DE 0.01; HI 0.95; UT 0.02; WY 0.02 1.048 1.136 0.242 

Credit card delinquency DE 0.01; HI 0.05; IN 0.614; UT 0.04; WI 0.12; WY 0.17 7.478 7.525 0.113 

Notes : The SCM algorithm lets the data choose the optimal weights to minimize pre-treatment fit between the series. The weights are constrained to be positive and sum to 

one. The weights are chosen strictly according to fit and the data, not distance, similarity, etc. RMSPE is the root mean squared prediction error (divided by the pre-treatment 

NH mean), which measures fit, where lower is better. 
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There are two reasons why we single out New Hampshire as

a case study. 21 First, of the four treated states, New Hampshire

presents the strongest argument that there is no contamination

from neighboring states. Throughout our study period, 2001–2016,

all of New Hampshire’s neighbors (and Quebec) had bans in place.

Hence, New Hampshirites were completely shut out of the store-

front payday loan market; they cannot cross state lines to access

payday loans. This lack of contamination is important because it

means that New Hampshire’s ban will have its “true” effect for

the state. 22 Other states’ bans will not translate to their presumed

reduction in bankruptcies because residents may still be getting

access in neighboring states. Melzer (2011) documents this for

Georgia. 

The second reason New Hampshire is presented as a case study

is that it was the first of the four treated states to implement its

ban. This is relevant because it gives us the greatest number of

post-treatment observations in order to assess the degree to which

a payday ban affects consumers in the long-run. 

Table 6 shows the balance of New Hampshire with its synthetic

control unit. Before the intervention, the mean for New Hamp-

shire was close to the mean of “synthetic New Hampshire.” The

near-equality of means is imposed by the convex hull assumption

(treated unit is not an outlier) of the SCM optimization problem.

The weights are also listed. One critique is that we are compar-

ing New Hampshire to states that are thousands of miles away

like Hawaii. This is true, but it is by design: demographically, New

Hampshire may not be anything like Hawaii, but bankruptcy-filing-

wise, it is. To be sure, we also do a “simple” DD putting 100%

weight on nearby state Rhode Island, and then again by adding

nearby Delaware; results are largely unchanged and are available

upon request. 

Figs. 3 and 4 plot the values of the outcome variable over time

for New Hampshire (solid line) as well as the value of the syn-

thetic New Hampshire (dashed line) for establishments & formal

bankruptcy and delinquencies, respectively. In the pre-treatment

period (vertical line), the plots provide a visual analogue to the

balance from Table 6 . In these visuals, the relaxation of the par-

allel trends assumption is immediately apparent. The difference in

the pre-treatment period is the first term on the right-hand side

of Eq. (4.3) . In the post-treatment period, any divergence between

the two series would be attributable to the policy intervention. The

difference in the post-treatment period is the second term on the

right-hand side of Eq. (4.3) . We can then take the difference in
21 We do the same analysis for the other treated states—AR, AZ, MT—and the re- 

sults (available upon request) are largely the same. We also provide the visual anal- 

ysis of South Dakota in the appendix, Figures A.1 and A.2. 
22 This lack of contamination means that our estimates will give us a lower bound 

on the total effect of the ban since neighboring residents who were coming into 

NH have now been cut off. We thank an anonymous referee for bringing this to our 

attention. 

i  

t  

v  

i  

l  

d  
hese two differences as an estimate of the treatment effect. The

esults are in Table 7 . 

The results in Table 7 for establishments have the same sign

nd general magnitude as the OLS DD results from Tables 3 and

 . Regarding formal bankruptcy, the combined (“overall”) measure

as a positive sign throughout nearly all post-treatment periods.

isaggregating this measure, we see that Chapter 7 filings are also

ositive in the early post-treatment periods, but eventually decline

nd eventually turn negative 10 quarters later, which is qualita-

ively consistent with the findings of Skiba and Tobacman (2019) ,

ho find that the causal effect of payday loan access—measured

s first loan application—on bankruptcy filings increases over time

their Fig. 8 ) up to 2.25 years out. In contrast, our lowest mag-

itude, regardless of measure, comes 26 quarters (6.5 years) later

mong Chapter 7 filers—approximately 15 per 10 0,0 0 0 per quarter,

r 60 per 10 0,0 0 0 per year. Inference in SCM is placebo-based (see

iscussion below) so we don’t have confidence intervals per se , but

e can appeal to the range: we never observe a result as large (in

bsolute value) as Skiba and Tobacman (2019) for any measure of

ankruptcy. And for Chapter 13 filings, we never observe an effect

s large as Morgan et al. (2012) . 

Regarding delinquencies, student- and auto loans have a neg-

tive sign (in contrast to our DD results). The mortgage delin-

uency estimates are much lower than our DD estimates. The

redit card delinquency estimates have a positive sign, which is

nconsistent with the debt trap hypothesis, but is consistent with

onsumers substituting toward paying their credit cards late (see

ection 5.5 and Table 10 for a discussion on this point). 

Figs. 5 & 6 show the placebo-based inference results for formal

ankruptcy; Figs. 7 & 8 show them for delinquencies. The dark line

n Fig. 5 (and 7 ) is a plot across the sample period of the treatment

ffect, i.e., the values in Table 7 , which is the difference between

ew Hampshire and synthetic New Hampshire. The lighter-shaded,

ray lines are the results of the placebo tests—a plotting of the dif-

erence between each placebo and its synthetic control unit. Each

lacebo unit is a member of the donor pool, i.e., the 30 control

tates in Table 2 . At each post-treatment period there is a distri-

ution of the treatment effects: the true treatment effect of NH,

nd the 30 placebos. This empirical distribution allows us to calcu-

ate rank-based p-values. Fig. 6 (and 8 ) plot these p-values for each

ost-treatment period; the horizontal, dashed line is 10%. 

In the pre-treatment periods, the dark line in Figs. 5 and 7 hov-

rs about the zero axis, which is another manifestation of the min-

mization of the distance between the synthetic control unit and

he treated unit. In the post-treatment periods, the plots of the p-

alues in Figs. 6 and 8 confirm that any post-treatment divergence

s not statistically meaningful. The sole exceptions are the payday

oan establishments—proxied by NAICS 522390—and student loan

elinquency for a few years after. The number of payday lending
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Fig. 5. Visual placebo tests: New Hampshire formal bankruptcy. 

Fig. 6. Two-tailed p-values: New Hampshire formal bankruptcy. 

Notes : Fig. 5 : the bold line represents the difference between the actual series and the synthetic series over time. The faded gray lines represent the placebos; the program 

iteratively runs through each of the control states and estimates a synthetic control path. Fig. 6 : the p-values are from two-tailed tests for each post-implementation period 

following the payday lending restriction. ‘Joint post’ represents the proportion of placebos with a post-treatment RMSPE at least as large as the average for the treated units.. 
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Table 7 

Estimated treatment effects for New Hampshire. 

Post- treatment Payday Overall Chapter 7 Chapter 13 Student Auto Mortgage Credit 

period lenders filings filings filings loan loan loan card 

1 −2.546 17.255 3.938 2.573 0.300 −0.545 0.213 0.880 

2 −2.601 18.448 1.514 5.417 −0.590 −0.124 0.137 1.503 

3 −3.764 25.009 7.940 6.622 −1.527 −0.045 −0.028 1.558 

4 −3.528 20.070 7.419 3.195 −2.276 −0.059 −0.102 1.373 

5 −3.773 23.525 3.613 6.307 −2.074 0.016 −0.019 0.913 

6 −3.949 17.081 2.195 3.440 −1.886 −0.372 −0.064 1.058 

7 −3.846 19.750 3.333 9.426 −3.033 −0.470 0.076 0.631 

8 17.183 3.030 4.787 

9 25.423 4.349 10.395 

10 21.007 −1.640 4.962 

11 18.196 −1.571 7.000 

12 18.273 1.977 6.186 

13 19.683 1.191 6.683 

14 18.545 −5.270 5.594 

15 18.448 −0.703 6.110 

16 11.496 −1.789 5.337 

17 17.299 −2.730 7.322 

18 11.218 −9.179 2.781 

19 10.026 −5.298 1.644 

20 13.435 −3.884 3.996 

21 11.448 −5.842 3.444 

22 7.901 −12.160 1.071 

23 2.468 −10.224 0.132 

24 9.134 −2.966 1.569 

25 4.882 −8.579 1.002 

26 4.233 −14.942 1.401 

27 5.014 −8.826 2.540 

28 −1.315 −10.213 −0.793 

29 2.373 −8.828 −0.292 

30 2.795 −11.107 −1.013 

31 0.521 −8.846 −1.218 

32 −0.157 −7.959 −1.139 

Observations 496 1984 1984 1984 434 434 434 434 

Pre-treatment 2.602 71.766 61.899 9.820 6.288 1.825 1.048 7.478 

NH mean 

Pre-treatment 3.261 75.529 67.719 10.312 6.362 1.970 1.136 7.525 

synthetic mean 

Notes : The values in the table are the estimates of Eq. (4.3) for each post-treatment time period. Payday lenders (the number of establishments NAICS 522390) and the 

measures of loan delinquencies are at an annual frequency. The measures of formal bankruptcy are quarterly. “Overall” filings is the sum of Chapters 7 and 13 filings. 

All filings are at the state level per 10 0,0 0 0 people; delinquencies is percentage points of the population. The pre-treatment means demonstrate balance between New 

Hampshire and its synthetic control unit. 

Fig. 7. Visual placebo tests: New Hampshire informal bankruptcy. 
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Fig. 8. Two-tailed p-values: New Hampshire informal bankruptcy. 

Notes : Fig. 7 : the bold line represents the difference between the actual series and the synthetic series over time. The faded gray lines represent the placebos; the program 

iteratively runs through each of the control states and estimates a synthetic control path. Fig. 8 : the p-values are from two-tailed tests for each post-implementation period 

following the payday lending restriction. ‘Joint post’ represents the proportion of placebos with a post-treatment RMSPE at least as large as the average for the treated units.. 
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stablishments confirms the results from Section 5.1 that the in-

erest rate caps did indeed serve as an effective ban. 

The treatment effect for student loans is negative and sta-

istically meaningful at about the 10% level between three

ears and seven years after. This finding is consistent with

garwal et al. (2016) , who find that between 2007 and 2013, the

ayday borrowing rates among those who have at least some col-

ege more than doubled, from 3.8% to 7.7%. It’s possible that these

orrowers have student loan debt (though we don’t know what

ercentage of those with student loan debt take out payday loans).

t’s conceptually possible that New Hampshire’s ban reduced stu-

ent loan delinquency. Or, the effect is a statistical artifact, respre-

enting perhaps the large weight that Indiana has in the composi-

ion of synthetic New Hampshire (51%), a possibility that is consis-

ent with the null findings of our DD analysis ( Table 5 ). Our pooled

CM in the next section revisits this question. 

The takeaway from this New Hampshire case study is that there

s no statistically-meaningful effect on formal bankruptcies, nei-

her in the short-term (three monthts later) nor the long-term

eight years later)—nor anytime inbetween. Moreover, we do not

nd any magnitude for formal bankruptcy in accordance with

organ et al. (2012) or Skiba and Tobacman (2019) . We also do

ot observe the latter’s qualitative pattern of an increase in mag-

itude as time passes. None of the magnitudes that we estimate

re statistically meaningful. Regarding informal bankruptcy, we do

ot observe the qualitative pattern of Gathergood et al. (2019) . And

ere, too, we do not find our magnitudes to be statistically mean-

ngful, with the possible exception of student loans. 

The discrepancy between our findings cannot be attributed to

ayday lenders circumventing the ban, as we have shown—from

oth the supply and demand sides–that the ban was effective. And

ecause we focus on New Hampshire, our null findings aren’t con-

aminated by cross-state access. Our null findings could reflect the

diosyncracies of New Hampshire or its synthetic control unit, pos-
 s  
ibilities that we consider in the next section. Or they could reflect

he differences in measuring ‘payday loan access’ by legal restric-

ions as opposed to measuring it with usage, a possibility that we

onsider in Section 5.6 below. 

.4. Pooled synthetic control analysis 

Our pooled synthetic control results for payday establishments

nd formal bankruptcy rates are in Table 8 . As is evident from

able 8 and subsequently in the visual representation provided in

ig. 9 , we find a statistically-significant decline in the measure of

ayday establishments. This is confirmed by the negative estimate

or each of the post-implementation years and p-values from our

wo-tailed tests. The joint p-value at the bottom of Table 8 indi-

ates the proportion of effects from the control states (placebos)

hat have a post-implementation root mean squared prediction er-

or at least as great as the treated states in our analysis. The sta-

istical significance (at the 5 percent level) indicated by the joint

-value for our measure of payday establishments further substan-

iates the evidence of a significant negative impact that the state-

evel legislations had on payday lenders. 

As a contrast, the formal bankruptcy results show no evi-

ence of a statistically meaningful impact of the state-level pay-

ay interventions on any of the three measures. This finding

olds across each of the post-implementation quarters. More-

ver, there is no discernable pattern in the signs or magnitudes

cross the four (pooled) treated states. Looking at the range of

stimates, we can rule out the estimated treatment effects of

organ et al. (2012) and Skiba and Tobacman (2019) , just as we

id in our New Hampshire case study. 

The statistically-null results also hold for our informal measures

f bankruptcy, as the p-values in Table 9 show. The only result

f any remote statistical significance is that the joint p-value on

tudent loans is below 5%. Qualitatively, the signs and magnitudes
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Table 8 

Treatment effects based on pooled synthetic control estimation for payday establishments and formal bankruptcy filings. 

NAICS 522390 Overall Chapter 7 Chapter 13 

Pre-Treatment Mean 4.584 109.490 78.279 31.135 

Post-implementation 

Estimate 

2-tailed 

Estimate 

2-tailed 

Estimate 

2-tailed 

Estimate 

2-tailed 

period p-value p-value p-value p-value 

1 −3.114 0.004 6.937 0.724 8.753 0.569 3.690 0.533 

2 −4.092 0.003 14.463 0.505 12.315 0.454 4.638 0.444 

3 −4.699 0.003 11.080 0.586 12.900 0.422 0.004 0.999 

4 −4.584 0.006 6.301 0.729 9.899 0.492 1.433 0.789 

5 −4.311 0.009 3.557 0.842 8.496 0.555 0.336 0.950 

6 2.087 0.902 4.950 0.714 0.983 0.859 

7 5.722 0.721 9.110 0.481 0.211 0.966 

8 9.642 0.575 12.250 0.378 1.437 0.781 

9 −0.890 0.952 3.650 0.761 −0.485 0.916 

10 −2.119 0.897 0.144 0.991 0.134 0.978 

11 1.925 0.880 4.692 0.646 −0.931 0.833 

12 2.447 0.838 4.357 0.647 0.600 0.886 

13 −1.165 0.922 2.386 0.801 −1.278 0.774 

14 −3.532 0.753 −0.898 0.918 −1.955 0.664 

15 0.432 0.967 3.579 0.658 −1.543 0.725 

16 −0.258 0.979 2.084 0.785 −1.036 0.812 

17 −3.960 0.680 −0.312 0.966 −2.469 0.552 

18 −5.130 0.587 −0.923 0.894 −3.448 0.432 

19 2.118 0.815 4.017 0.545 −1.132 0.790 

20 −0.201 0.982 2.153 0.737 −0.655 0.877 

21 −3.382 0.702 0.490 0.938 −2.510 0.552 

22 −5.723 0.512 −0.614 0.912 −4.032 0.373 

23 −0.871 0.918 2.495 0.637 −1.828 0.685 

Joint p-value post-treatment 0.015 0.854 0.910 0.977 

Observations 544 2176 2176 2176 

Notes: The above table presents treatment effects (difference between treated and synthetic units) for each post-implementation period estimated from a pooled synthetic 

control estimation that allows for multiple treated states receiving treatment (payday restriction) at different time points (see Galiani and Quistorff (2017) for details). NAICS 

522,390 is the measure of the number of payday loan establishments. The treated states are New Hampshire (2009 January), Arizona (July 2010), Arkansas (Mach 2011), 

and Montana (January 2011). Based on the availability of information, we conduct a quarterly-level analysis for formal bankruptcy filings and annual-level analysis for NAICS 

522,390 establishments. Inferences are provided by comparing the main treatment effects (reported in the table) to the distribution of placebo effects. The placebo effects are 

derived by synthetic control estimations for the same treatment period on all the states in the control (donor) pool. Joint p-value (post-treatment) represents the proportion 

of placebos with a post-treatment root mean squared percentage error at least as large as the average for the treated units. For sake of completeness, we also calculated 

one-tailed p-values and none of the results are significant at conventional levels. 

Fig. 9. Visual pooled synthetic control estimation for payday lenders and formal bankruptcy. 
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Fig. 10. Visual pooled synthetic control estimation for informal bankruptcy (delinquency rates). 

Notes : In both figures above, the solid line represents the actual path of the measure throughout the study period. The dashed line represents the path of the synthetic control 

unit, which is calculated as the optimal weighting scheme that minimizes the distance between the two series. The vertical line is the centered legislative intervention period. 

Formal bankruptcies are quarterly rates per 10 0,0 0 0 persons; informal bankruptcies (delinquencies) are annual percentage points. The formal bankruptcy results could be 

confounded by the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act (BAPCA). We re-ran the analysis without the BAPCA quarters and results are materially 

unaffected (available upon request). The Great Recession could also confound our results. We run the analysis on South Dakota as a robustness check against this possibility; 

see appendix Figures A.1 and A.2.. 
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n Table 9 and Fig. 10 do not appear to exhibit any discernable

attern, e.g., short-term vs. long-term delinquencies as they do in

athergood et al. (2019) for the UK. 

A particularly noteworthy finding is that our mortgage delin-

uency results using the pooled synthetic control method are of

 much greater magnitude than those from our New Hampshire

ase study (and our OLS-DD estimates). One potential reason is

hat the pooling includes Arizona, which is one of our four treated

tates. Arizona’s housing market, of course, was hit hard by the

reat Recession. Hence, it’s possible that our results—mortgage and

therwise—are being confounded by this event, since the Great Re-

ession happened close to when these bans were enacted. In fact,

t’s possible that all of our results are confounded by this event.

e consider this possibility in the next section. 

.5. Potential confounders: BAPCA and the great recession 

One potential problem with our analysis is the potential con-

ounding effect of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer

rotection Act (BAPCA) that went into law officially in October,

005. The effect of BAPCA can clearly be seen in Fig. 9 for the for-

al bankruptcy measures. Despite the SCM picking up this effect,

t’s possible that such a structural break could affect the optimal

eighting, and hence the synthetic control unit. 

To address this critique, we iteratively perform the struc-

ural break test of Zivot and Andrews (1992) for each state.

his test allows the data to reveal the most likely date of a

tructural break, i.e., the date is endogenously determined (see

lynn et al. (2007) for a readable summary of structural break

ests). The results and formal writeup are in the appendix, Ta-

le A.4. To summarize, 82% of the cases reject the null hypothe-
is of no structural break at the 10% level for Chapter 7—8% for

hapter 13. This makes sense since the intention of BAPCA was to

ush borrowers into filing Chapter 13 rather than Chapter 7 (see

efgren and McIntyre (2009) for details on BAPCA). Foreseeing the

aw coming (it was signed in June of 2005), Chapter 7 bankruptcies

ere “moved up,” leading to the data picking it up in the form of a

tructural break. The test reveals that for most of the cases, 2005q3

as the period that yielded the highest significance. 

To accommodate this critique, we re-ran the pooled SCM omit-

ing 20 05q2-20 06q4. Our finding of null results still holds. The

igns of the coefficients are mostly negative a few years out, but

n no period are any of formal bankruptcy measures statistically

ignificant. 

Another potential confounder is the Great Recession. Indeed,

or some states, our structural break test chose this period as the

ost significant break point. The Great Recession was national, but

here’s a possibility that it affected bankruptcies differently, most

otably home mortgage delinquencies. To accommodate this cri-

ique, we perform a synthetic control analysis on South Dakota,

hich imposed a 36% interest rate cap in 2016, well after the Great

ecession and its lingering effects. We ran the South Dakota anal-

sis with- and without the Great Recession quarters. The visual

lots for South Dakota are Figures A .1 and A .2 in the appendix.

ur findings of null results hold up: formal bankruptcies have a

egative sign, but are statistically insignificant. 

.6. Usage vs access: Analysis on a population of payday borrowers 

One critique of our analysis so far is that the population of

eople who file for bankruptcy may not overlap with the popula-

ion of people who take out a payday loan. That is to say, perhaps
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Table 9 

Treatment effects based on pooled synthetic control estimation for payday establishments and informal bankruptcy. 

Student Loan Auto Loan Mortgage Credit Card 

Pre-treatment mean 8.321 2.791 2.322 9.612 

Post-implementation 

Estimate 

2-tailed 

Estimate 

2-tailed 

Estimate 

2-tailed 

Estimate 

2-tailed 

period (years) p-value p-value p-value p-value 

1 −0.542 0.489 0.033 0.940 −0.046 0.970 1.233 0.353 

2 −0.825 0.212 0.010 0.981 −0.619 0.524 1.381 0.246 

3 −1.005 0.133 0.083 0.808 −1.104 0.203 1.110 0.256 

4 −0.899 0.167 −0.145 0.667 −1.004 0.133 1.151 0.171 

5 −1.005 0.163 −0.089 0.800 −0.678 0.142 0.765 0.199 

Joint p-value post-treatment 0.018 0.683 0.558 0.543 

Observations 476 476 476 476 

Notes: The above table presents treatment effects (difference between treated and synthetic units) for each post-implementation period estimated from a pooled synthetic 

control estimation that allows for multiple treated states receiving treatment (payday restriction) at different time points (see Galiani and Quistorff (2017) for details). The 

treated states are New Hampshire (2009, January), Arizona (July, 2010), Arkansas (Mach, 2011), and Montana (January, 2011). Based on the availability of information, annual- 

level analysis for loan delinquency. Inferences are provided by comparing the estimated main treatment effects to the distribution of placebo effects. The placebo effects are 

derived by synthetic control estimations for the same treatment period on all the states in the control (donor) pool. For sake of completeness, we also calculated one-tailed 

p-values and none of the results are significant at conventional levels. 

Table 10 

Conditional OLS DD analysis of bankruptcy and financial well-being. 

Source FINRA National Financial Capability Study 

Bankruptcy 

Late on credit Difficulty Overall 

card payment paying bills financial condition 

Study period 2009, 2012, 2015 

Sample mean 0.085 0.474 1.89 4.333 

Payday loan 0.061 0.124 ∗∗ −0.006 0.337 

restriction (0.086) (0.054) (0.098) (0.384) 

State fixed effects � � � � 

Year fixed effects � � � � 

Individual characteristics � � � � 

Sample size 6,821 

Notes: ∗ is 10%; ∗∗ is 5%; ∗∗∗ is 1% significance. The data are filtered to those who answered “yes” if they took out a 

payday loan in the previous five years. The survey bankruptcy instrument is as follows: “have you declared bankruptcy 

in the last two years?” The credit card late payment instrument is as follows: “in the past 12 months, which of the 

following describes your experience with credit cards? In some months I was charged a late fee for late payment.” The 

‘difficulty paying bills’ instrument is as follows: “in a typical month, how difficult is it for you to cover your expenses 

and pay all your bills?” The scale is 1–3 with 1 being “very difficult” and 3 being “not at all difficult.” The overall 

financial condition instrument is as follows: “how satisfied are you with your current personal financial condition?”

The scale is 1–10 with 1 being “not at all satisfied” and 10 being “extremely satisfied.” The reported results are from 

LSDV-LPM regressions. We also ran probit and logit (ordered probit for ‘difficulty paying bills’ and ‘overall financial 

condition’), but the results are not materially affected. Individual characteristics include gender, age, and race. State- 

level characteristics are absent because of the phrasing of the preliminary payday-filtering question: ‘in the past five 

years’ would introduce arbitrariness into the estimation of the standard errors. In any case, the standard errors in the 

table, then, are a conservative estimate. All standard errors are cluster-robust, being clustered at the state level. 
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the reason that we find null effects is that our measure of payday

loan access is availability rather than loan application or approval.

To address this concern, we turn to the NFCS survey and condi-

tion the analysis on the population who have taken out a payday

loan. 23 

Our results show that there is no statistically-meaningful ef-

fect of payday loan bans on bankruptcies, difficulty in paying

bills, or overall financial condition. These results generally bol-

ster our bankruptcy analyses above: there is no discernable ef-

fect on bankruptcies, both at the aggregate level as well as the

disaggreated level, that is, conditioned on the population of peo-

ple who have shown themselves willing to take out a payday

loan. However, these findings seem to contrast with the survey-
23 The NFCS asks whether the respondent has taken out a payday loan in the past 

five years. We filter out all of the ‘perennial banning’ states, e.g., New York. We then 

filter the sample to only those who have taken out a payday loan in the past five 

years. We code the BAN variable (see Eq. 4.1 ) as 0 for all states for 2009, but a 1 for 

AR, AZ, NH, and MT for survey years 2012 and 2015. This is our treatment variable. 

The outcome variables are listed in Table 10 . To be sure, the ‘five years’ will likely 

bias our estimate downwards as the result of measurement error (underreporting). 

R  

o  

p  

a  

w  

f  

w  

s  
ata analysis of Melzer (2011) , who finds that general finan-

ial hardship—including difficulty paying bills—increases with pay-

ay loan access. One potential explanation for the difference in

hese findings is that Melzer’s sample period is from 1996 to

001, a time when the industry was relatively young. Hence, it’s

ossible that as the industry grew and changed, so too did its

ustomers. 

A more recent survey-data analysis is Zinman (2010) , who finds

hat Oregon’s 2007 payday lending ban—implemented as a 36%

PR interest rate cap—caused would-be borrowers to pay their bills

ater. Our findings in Table 10 corroborate Zinman’s findings: pay-

ay lending bans led to an approximate 12% increase in late credit

ard payment. Our findings also bode well with a report by Pew

esearch, Pew (2012) , which presents qualitative evidence that 62%

f respondents said that they would “delay paying some bills” if

ayday loans were to become unavailable. Since the late fees are

ssessed in the subsequent month, they function as though they

ere payday loans, e.g., convenient, short-term, high-cost, etc. In

act, the substitutability across these financial assets could explain

hy we see no change in bankruptcies after the bans: people are

ubstituting to other means of finance. See Bhutta et al. (2016) and
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he sources therein regarding the substitutability of payday loans

ith alternative sources of finance. 

. Conclusion and future research 

Payday loans have the potential to kick off a cycle of debt,

here a high APR leads to difficulties in loan repayment, which

ecessitates a rolling over of another high APR loan, and so on. If

onsumers become trapped in this debt cycle it could ultimately

ead to bankruptcy, either formal (Chapter 7, 13) or informal (loan

elinquency). State legislatures have responded to the potential for

his debt trap: recently, states passed legislation that caps the in-

erest rate on small loans. 

In this paper we show that interest rate caps are effective in

anning the industry. Given that interest rate caps are effective, we

hould see a decrease in bankruptcy rates if the ‘debt trap’ hypoth-

sis is as strong as many consumer advocates say it is. Using recent

ayday bans as quasi-experiments, we perform synthetic control

nalyses and show that, on the whole, bankruptcies and delinquen-

ies are generally unchanged. These results seemingly conflict with

 few recent studies. Gathergood et al. (2019) find that payday

oan usage causes delinquencies to fall in the shorter-run, but rise

n the longer-run. We do not observe this pattern with our data.

kiba and Tobacman (2019) find that usage has a higher causal

ffect on bankruptcy as time goes on. After scaling up their esti-

ates, we find that we can rule out the magnitude of their treat-

ent effect—even up to 32 quarters out. 

There are several possibilities that reconcile our results to

heirs. One is that we are using state payday bans as a proxy

or access, while several studies use payday loan usage. We pur-

ue this hypothesis by analyzing a national survey of self-reporting

ayday loan users. We still find that bankruptcies are unchanged. 

Another possible reason for the discrepancy in findings is that

he local average treatment effects are indeed very local–the find-

ngs hold only near the threshold. Alternatively, it could be that

y studying access rather than usage, there is some causal channel

hat is offsetting the debt trap mechanism. In other words, maybe

t’s true that payday loans do indeed cause bankruptcy for some

eople, i.e., those near the threshold, but those who are away from

he threshold substitute toward alternative financing, e.g., credit

ard late fees, which we find in our analysis, and others have found

s well. Thus, a fruitful avenue of future research would be exam-

ning the heterogeneity of the populations who use these alterna-

ive financing channels. 
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